Adjustable Net System

Volleyball Nets

Black (standard) (item #68125S)
Green (item # 68100S)
Heavy Duty adjustable net
system adjusts from ground
level to 8
Poles are 3 1/2" square steel
with a 3/16" wall thickness
Length of poles is 10' 6"
This multi purpose net
system includes two
adjustable collars that enable
easy height adjustments
The net is easy to remove for
open court play
Windup mechanism is a
heavy duty reel
All metal parts are exterior
finished with a baked on
polyester powder coating for
maximum weather resistance.
Optional ground sleeves are
available

COMPETITION NETS:
Meets USVBA standards of 10m x 1m
2.6 mm braid of 4 square black polyethylene
20 oz. white vinyl 2 1/2 perimeter bands
Vinyl coated steel cable in top band with double pressed loop ends
41 top cable has 3600 lb break strength
Reinforced vinyl side pockets with fiberglass dowels for bracing

VB-1500

(item # 25015)
32 x 39
38 Steel cable in bottom band with
2400 lb. break strength

VB-1500RB

(item # 25016)
32 x 39
Rope in bottom band

VB-1200

(item # 25014)
32 x 36
38 Steel cable in bottom band with
2400 lb. break strength

VB-1200RB

(item # 25013)
32 x 36
Rope in bottom band

UNICOURT NET
Durable 65 oz vinyl coated
headband
3.0mm braided polythylene
netting 285 # B/S
1 3/4 sq mesh
5/8 Hardwood dowels

Standard 24’
Less than 24’
24’ - 33’
33’ - 42’
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RECREATION NETS NETS:
4 square black polyethylene netting
Sturdy top band
Black reinforced vinyl side and
bottom tapes
Corner grommets and lacing cord
included

Portable Volleyball Systems
UVS-32 (item # 73100)
Infinite Net height adjustment with
exclusive pole system
Easy set up with aluminum guy line
tensioners
Regulation size net maintains proper
tension with non stretch cables and
rubber ring supports
Weather treated net consists of high
quality nylon mesh with vinyl coated
edging and 2 inch vinyl headband
Entire system Folds into a 12 lb bundle
All weather resistant materials are
included, even ground pins and
boundary markers

VP-8 (item # 71100)
Portable Volleyball System
Unique instant anchors corkscrew
into the ground for reliable support
No guy wires to string
Anchored poles flex on impact
24 x 3 knotless nylon net with 4
square mesh, includes 125 lb. B/S
8 full height adjustable
Carrying case organizes all components
for storage and transportation
Total weight is just 18 lbs.

VB-1000 (item #35530)
2.6 mm braided netting
2400 lb break strength vinyl coated
steel cable in top band

VB-1000R(item # 35535)
2.6 mm braided netting
6mm rope cable in top band

VB-500R (item # 35505)
2.0 mm twisted netting
6mm rope cable in top band

Official Antenna
VA-6 (item # 35520)
Fiberglass with vinyl
boundary tape
Fits into pocket included
Laces tightly to the net

